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n the northern reaches of the Thron Sea sits a tiny island,
a rock amidst the trackless waves. For centuries, an old
elven lighthouse has stood here warning ships of the
danger hidden in the waters, but it long sat empty. Then,

some years past, after negotiations with the nearest elven
settlements, a mysterious organization took over the lighthouse
and the small fortress that accompanied it—converting that
fortress into a prison.
They do not fall under the jurisdiction of any nation, near or far.
No one knows the mysterious Master they serve. Almost no one
even knows this island exists. Yet here their enemies are
brought, to be interrogated—or conveniently silenced. And at
night, strange magical lights flash from the lighthouse, where
even the prison guards do not patrol, as they whisper rumours of
dangerous magical experiments playing with the very fabric of
reality…
This 5e adventure is set in the Flowforged setting and is
designed for 4th-level characters. It is designed as a one-shot but
could easily be adapted to any ongoing campaign.

Adventure Background
There exists a secret society, an organization that seeks to right
an ancient wrong in pursuit of saving the world from upcoming
cataclysm. Their goals are lofty but noble—but some arms of this
group use less than savory methods in pursuit of them. One of
these arms operates a nameless prison in the middle of the sea,
where enemies of the society can be made to disappear.
The prison is run by Warden Artoir de Coulir, an austere man
used to getting his way, even if by force. Operatives of his, under
the guise of pirates, recently attacked a trading vessel heading
west towards the mainland of Mystriath. Their goal was an
ancient artifact from a civilization known only as the Precursors;
in hopes of learning about its origins, they captured several
members of the crew and passengers of the vessel.
But the prison is due for a visit by one Administrator Halian, a
high-ranking member of a more central branch of their secret
organization, which is less willing to overlook ethical missteps
en route to their noble goals. The Warden plans to relocate the
bulk of his prisoners to a hidden dungeon beneath the main
structure, to avoid Halian’s disapproving oversight—and this
proves to be the perfect opportunity for escape by the survivors
of the attacked ship.

Adventure Synopsis
The characters are the surviving crew and passengers of the
attacked ship, imprisoned here for questioning about the
Precursor artifact. But the opportunity for escape looms.
Imprisoned: The characters begin in prison, having made a
contact in the next cell over who has plans to escape. Soon there
is to be a transfer of some prisoners—themselves included—to a
lower dungeon, and that move could provide the chance for
freedom. Here they have an opportunity to investigate and plan.
The Move: The prisoner transfer comes, but an unexpected
arrival results in the process being rushed—and a brief moment
of chaos could be the opportunity the characters need.
The Catacombs:Hiding in the ancient catacombs beneath the
prison is their best option to avoid detection. While exploring,
they eventually find a torture chamber, a contact with
information about how to get out of here, and an entrance to the
wild Feylands. If they can solve a puzzle centering on the way the
Flows interact with the Material World, they can make their way
out...
The Great Hall: Their path to escape takes them through the
prison’s Great Hall, however, right under the nose of the Warden
himself—and also past the ancient artifact that got them in this
mess in the first place. They’ll need to find a clever way to get
past—or fight their way through to escape.
Escape:Whatever their plan, whatever their success, there’s
one final flight towards the docks and the ship that can take them
to freedom.

Flow Weaver
This short module is designed as an accompaniment to the VR
puzzle game Flow Weaver, developed by Stitch Media and
Silverstring Media. While it doesn’t directly touch on the events of
that game, it explores the world that Flow Weaver takes place in,
and the circumstances surrounding the game—creating context
that is not necessary for the game’s enjoyment, but adds to the
understanding of what may be going on behind the scenes.
Flow Weaver takes place in the lighthouse that stands on the

island alongside the prison, where prisoners whisper that
dangerous magical experiments are taking place. To avoid
interfering with the events of the VR game, characters should be
directed away from the lighthouse during this adventure. Check out
Flow Weaver at flow-weaver.com
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Imprisoned

Running the Adventure
This adventure is designed as a one-shot, to be completed in a
single session of play. To that end, running this adventure should
be fairly fast-paced and straightforward: after introducing the
scenario and giving the players a brief moment to ask questions
and orient themselves, get right into it with The Move. Once they
reach The Catacombs, describe hiding and exploration in
general terms to get them to Kassian’s Workshop as soon as
possible, and go from there. In this scenario, you generally won’t
need to take the time for detailed mapping of the prison and
catacombs, as the precise layout matters less than the overall
feel of the space.
Alternately—and especially if you’re using this adventure as
part of an ongoing campaign—you could stretch it out and take
your time. Play out the days leading up to The Move and let your
players gather information and hatch a plan, perhaps
encountering Kassian the feyling. Explore the Catacombs in
more detail, maybe even expanding the dungeon significantly
(see the sidebar Expanding the Dungeon). Let them plan their
escape through the Great Hall, even lying in wait for some time
before making a move. Just remember to keep up the tension,
especially during the climax.

They have been there now for a couple of weeks. When they
were first brought in, along with a half-dozen others captured
from the Expanse, they were lightly questioned, though their
captors gave no indication as to their motives.
During that time, the group has made the acquaintance of a
lone prisoner in the next cell over, an Angorian human man
named Renard. Renard was a soldier in the Angorian navy, a
patriot who stumbled upon the secret organization that runs this
prison; he’s been here for months to be kept silent.
The latest rumour to propagate among the prisoners is that
someone of import is due to visit the prison in the coming days—
someone from whom the warden wants to hide the extent of his
captives. And so many of the prisoners—the player characters
included—are set to be moved soon, to secret dungeons beneath
the main structure. Renard believes that this may be a chance to
escape—not just because the move could provide the opportunity,
but because the visitor’s ship would be necessary to get off the
island.
The characters have been here long enough to have gained a
sense of this prison’s workings.

The Panopticon
The players could know the following information.
Prison layout: The prison follows the model of a panopticon,
with circles of cells (8 on the map) stacked five stories high
facing inwards towards an open-air courtyard (6) with a tall
watchtower (7) in the centre—an authoritarian setup that makes
the prisoners feel as though they are always being watched. The
tower doubles as the guard house. On the fourth floor, catwalks
stretch from the watchtower to the walkway in front of the cells,
in all eight directions, allowing guards easier access to higher
floors and a vantage point to watch the area below. Every couple
of days, in shifts, groups of prisoners are allowed into the
courtyard for brief exercise or meals, though these are usually
taken in the cell. Each cell can hold up to four prisoners.
The prison complex itself sits on a small rocky island in the
middle of the trackless sea. The main entrance goes through a
large heavily-protected gatehouse to the northeast (9), while a
secondary entrance accesses the guards’ barracks (2-4 and 10-
15) to the east. Past the barracks is a great hall (1) that serves as
the office and audience chamber for the Warden, making any
egress subject to immediate notice. From these entrances, paths
lead down to docks for supply ships and transport. Across an old
bridge from the main island rocks sits a tall lighthouse, more
recent elven construction rising from a far more ancient base.
Guards: Prisoners don’t exactly have a lot of options for
freedom even if they could escape their cells, on a rock in the
middle of the ocean, so the prison doesn’t need to employ a vast
number of guards. Nonetheless, the complex is fairly well-staffed,
with around two dozen guards on duty at any given time. Four,
including one guard captain, typically keep watch from the tower,
while eight patrol the courtyard or the walkways in front of the
cells. Another six guard the gatehouse and Warden’s offices, two
guard the docks, and four float between tower, main prison, and
catacombs.
All guards are armed with longswords and muskets (see DMG
pg. 268) and otherwise use guard stats (MM pg. 347); the guard
captain uses veteran stats (MM pg. 350). Thus in small groups,
the guards could be defeated by an armed or canny group, but
should an alarm be raised, the group would likely be
overwhelmed.
Catacombs: Rumours abound, especially in the wake of the
possibility of the prisoners being moved, that beneath the main
prison complex is an underground dungeon or catacombs from
whatever ancient elven structure once stood here. If nothing else,
it would explain where people are taken for questioning before
they’re made to disappear. The prevailing wisdom is that the

Adapting the Adventure
This adventure is designed for the Flowforged campaign setting
(learn more at flowforged.world), but can easily be adapted to any
setting or campaign. You could use it as the jumping off point for a
new campaign, a reason for your adventurers to begin to work
together and a hook for all sorts of future plotlines. You could also
slot it into an existing campaign, adapting it for any circumstances in
which the characters have been captured. The mysterious
organization could be an existing villainous group, some unknown
new threat, or the prison could even simply be operated by a nation
that the characters got on the wrong side of, with a few small
adjustments. The Precursor artifact could be swapped out for any
important “MacGuffin”. Kassian and Artoir could go on to be
recurring villains if they survive, and you could adapt the magical
experiments happening in the lighthouse to any purpose. Use the
text presented here as inspiration, and use it in whatever way works
best for you and your players!

The rumble of voices mixes with the clanking of chains and the

thumping footfalls of patrolling guards. Outside the bars of your sec-

ond-floor cell, past the elevated walkway and across the expanse of

space, is the five-story watchtower that centres this panopticon

prison. Beyond the walls, over the sounds of the prison, you can still

hear the crash of waves on deadly rocks.

You thought you’d been attacked by pirates, but not even the

dreaded Black Fleet runs a facility like this. You don’t know why

you’re here—or even who your captors are. But you do know that no

one else who was captured from your ship remains in the

surrounding cells—they’re taken away for questioning, and never

return. And so you know that you must escape.

The player characters are imprisoned together in a shared cell,
in this large panopticon prison. They are the only remaining
people who were captured from a trading ship called the
Expanse, sailing from the eastern Tsao Empire to the shores of
western Trysm on what seemed to be a fairly common trade run.
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Rumours
While imprisoned, the characters may have heard—or may yet
hear—the following rumours. Give them out to the players as you
see fit to add colour to the scenario, whether as simple
background information or as something the characters can
work for if you play out their time in the cell. You can pick
appropriate rumours or roll randomly on the table.

d8 Rumour

1
Strange magical experiments are being conducted in the
lighthouse. Even the Warden doesn’t go there.

2
When the prisoners from the attacked ship were brought
in, the Warden was far more interested in something
confiscated from the ship’s cargo.

3

A feyling man named Kassian arrived on the island
recently. He spends a lot of his time in the lighthouse, but
is also present during “interrogations” of prisoners. He
seems to enjoy punishing people.

4
This prison is not affiliated with any nation. No one even
knows it exists.

5
The Warden and guard captains are all Angorian; the
prison must be affiliated with Angor.

6
The Warden answers to a mysterious and powerful
necromancer who lives in the lighthouse.

7
The dark elves of the Twin Isles once owned and operated
this lighthouse and fortress, but are no longer involved.

8
The guards can sometimes be heard speaking of a greater
purpose served by this facility, a “brighter future” they
believe they are working towards.

The Move
Soon, the time is to come for the guards to move the bulk of the
prisoners into the lower catacombs, before Administrator Halian
can arrive. Renard is keen to use the opportunity to escape, with
the characters’ help, and meet up with Grange. However, the
night before the move is to happen, guards arrive to take Renard
away.

The rumours that you and a couple dozen other prisoners are to be

moved into the lower dungeons have intensified over the last two

days, and all indications are that it is to happen tomorrow. Outside

your cell window, the dark sky is broken only by a single blue-white

star, Uurith, which holds judgment over justice. You don’t know if

that’s a good omen or bad.

Two guards walk up to your cell—then past it, stopping in front of

Renard, the closest thing to a friend you have in this place. “You are

needed for questioning,” one says.

Renard looks at you as they manacle him. His eyes are resigned.

“Don’t wait for me,” he says. “You won’t have time to wait.”

Renard does not return that night. Having proven himself not
worth keeping around, Warden Artoir sent him to the
necromancer working experiments in the lighthouse.
This is the last opportunity for the characters to prepare or
plan. The next morning, the guards wake all the prisoners early,
before the sun has even risen, for the move. When the move
begins, the characters’ goal is to escape the guards, hide in the
catacombs, and meet up with Grange—though not necessarily in
that order. At some point, they will also need to escape their
manacles, and arm themselves, whether with their own
equipment or not.
About twenty prisoners, including the characters, are released
from their cells to be gathered in the courtyard before being
marched to the catacombs. Grange does not appear to be among
them. Each prisoner has their hands manacled before being let
out of their cells. (Manacled characters have disadvantage on
attack rolls with spells and one-handed weapons, and cannot
wield more than one weapon or two-handed ranged weapons. A
character can escape the manacles with a DC 20 Acrobatics
check or break them with a DC 20 Strength check. With thieves’
tools, they can instead attempt a DC 12 Dexterity check (with
disadvantage if the tools are improvised).)
As the guards are gathering another dozen or so prisoners
from other levels, the feyling Kassian arrives on the scene.

You hear a grunt, and the opening of something heavy. In one of the

empty first-floor cells, which had been cordoned off, you see a trap-

door being pushed open, and a moment later someone emerges—a

feyling man, one of the faerie-touched. He stands about three feet

tall, with long pointed ears and dark grey hair that floats like smoke

around his head. His hands are stained with blood, and as he

emerges, he tucks a long black feather behind his ear, its tip glinting

red, letting the trapdoor clunk shut behind him.

“What deplorable sights they all are,” he says, indicating you and

the other prisoners as he walks into the courtyard. “So much guilt

and wrongdoing all in one place. I only wish I had the time to get to

know each and every one of them.”

“Sir?” the guard captain says.

“Hm? Oh, yes, I was to deliver a message. The administrator’s

catacombs contain hidden dungeon cells and torture chambers,
but also tunnels in which it could be easy to get lost—or hide.
Renard: Alone in the cell beside the characters, and having
been imprisoned here for months, Renard has been their main
contact in the prison, able to provide them with any common
knowledge about the area. He’s also been looking for an
opportunity to escape for some time, and raises the possibility of
it during the upcoming prisoner move. In pursuit of that, Renard
has also told the group about a contact of his, a prisoner on
another level named Grange. Grange is a corvus, a sort of half-
human half-crow species, and has been down to the catacombs
before—she supposedly knows a way to escape the prison
complex through those underground tunnels, and will be
essential to a successful escape plan. (Be sure to give the players
the chance to interact with Renard before he is taken away in the
next scene.)
Equipment: Any personal possessions that the player
characters had upon being captured are kept in a storage room
in the base of the central watchtower. The watchtower also holds
additional equipment, such as armour and weapons, used by the
guards. The dungeon catacombs may also be the home of some
weapons and tools.

Equipment
The players’ equipment should be a tempting secondary objective
during their escape attempt, but not the primary focus—they can
easily use the equipment of fallen guards or things they find in the
catacombs, and none of the characters presented in Appendix B have
any equipment that is vital for them. (Each character sheet there lists
what equipment they came to the prison with.) However, if you’re
running this adventure as part of an existing campaign, the players’
equipment will be much more valuable to them. In this case, the
guards should transport their items down to the catacombs during
the transfer process, so that securing their equipment is a natural
extension of the escape attempt.
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With everything going on, there are only four guards and the
guard captain in the immediate area, along with Kassian the
feyling (see Appendix A). This moment of chaos could be the
distraction the characters need to make their move, though if
they aren’t fast, more guards will arrive. Should they indeed take
this opportunity to attempt to escape to the catacombs (as the
rest of this adventure more-or-less assumes), Kassian will let the
guards try to stop them without interfering himself—he’s more
amused by all this than concerned about some escaping
prisoners, though he may throw a wrench into the works if it’ll
make things more entertaining.
If they can make it to the catacombs, they have the best chance
of avoiding recapture.

ship has arrived, early—and she’s only planning on staying the day.

Get the prisoners out of sight immediately.”

Panic briefly crosses the captain’s face. The guards spring into mo-

tion to try to herd you and the other prisoners, but anxious chaos has

overtaken calm and order. In the moment of distraction, a prisoner

makes a break for the main entrance to the courtyard—and two

guards level muskets at him. The bangs reverberate, the prisoner

falls, the feyling watches everything passively, amused, and for a mo-

ment, no one is paying attention to you.

Time Event

Early
morning
(during the
move)

Warden Artoir and one of his guard captains are
examining the Precursor artifact, and the Warden is
composing a message to send to a mysterious woman
named Valara, before being forced to quickly hide the
artifact in his bedroom before Halian arrives.

Morning
Once the prisoners are theoretically hidden, Warden
Artoir welcomes Administrator Halian in the Great Hall,
then proceeds to give her a tour of the prison complex.

Midday
Artoir and Halian meet in the Great Hall. This is the
default encounter.

Afternoon
to evening

Halian is shown to quarters to freshen up. Artoir meets
with his captains for an update on the prisoner situation,
and then either quietly organizes an effort to control the
escapee situation, or spends the evening in his office,
depending on how things have gone to this point.
Kassian returns to the catacombs briefly to conclude his
business with Grange, then moves to the lighthouse.

Night
Halian returns to her ship so that they can leave with the
tide. Artoir sees her off. Once her ship has left, the
characters’ opportunity to escape is gone.

Timing
While this module assumes the characters escape to the catacombs
during the chaos of the move, the actual moment and method of
escape could vary. Characters may try to find their equipment,
allowing time for more guards to arrive; they could wait until the
guards take them into the catacombs and escape then; they could
even try to hide on the prison level and escape directly through the
main entrance, avoiding the catacombs entirely (though this would
require a great deal of stealth to avoid being overwhelmed by
guards).
If they reach the Great Hall early (or late!), there could be different

events taking place.

Kassian’s
Workshop

Feylands

The smell of rankness mixed with sea air quickly gives way to a damp

minerally odour—mixed with the tang of blood. A stone staircase de-

scends into the ground, then becomes a tunnel. Sparse lanterns light

the way, illuminating carefully-hewn walls covered in cobwebs. The

lanterns follow one hallway—but side passages quickly and fre-

quently branch off into darkness.

The Catacombs

Depending on the situation, the characters may likely hear the
sounds of guards above, coming to follow them. The lantern-lit
passageway eventually opens into a larger dungeon space, old
cells with rusty iron bars hewn into the stone, where the guards
were planning on moving the prisoners. The darker passages go
elsewhere in these catacombs—some are long-ago caved in and
filled with rubble, others open into small abandoned rooms.
Should the characters attempt to hide here, a patrol of four
guards will try to search these catacombs, carrying lanterns—a
potential ambush opportunity for keys and weapons—but most of
the remaining guards are occupied with trying to contain and
move the rest of the prisoners before Administrator Halian can
arrive. Otherwise the characters may wish to lay low while things
calm down, or explore a bit.
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The light comes from a pair of flickering lanterns illuminating a large

room, but the orange is tinted with purple—the first thing to catch

your eye besides a slew of torture devices is a cluster of violet

bioluminescent mushrooms against the far wall. The room you’ve

found is clearly a torture chamber, with restraint-equipped tables and

a workbench covered in knives of various sizes and shapes, but

unlike the very constructed hallways of the catacombs, parts of this

chamber look far more natural: a rough tunnel exits to the north, and

half the room is framed by the giant roots of some ancient—and

presumably, long-ago chopped-down—tree. It’s on some of these

roots that the purple mushrooms now grow.

Two other living things are in this room. Standing across from you,

head bowed, is a slim young man. His hair looks like vines of ivy, his

skin is ashen, and around each wrist is an iron manacle—though the

chains that dangle from them aren’t attached to anything, not even

each other. Strapped to one of the tables is a dark-skinned woman.

Her hair is made of black feathers, and those same feathers cover

her restrained arms—Grange.

The dungeon: After about twenty minutes, the guards will
have brought the remaining prisoners down into the dungeon,
possibly along with any important equipment confiscated from
them. Four guards and a guard captain are left to watch them.
Characters could potentially attempt a mass prison break, but
such a large group will be hard to get off the island stealthily.
Grange is not among the prisoners brought here.
The catacombs: The twisting catacombs beneath the prison
are of much older construction, having been part of the old elven
fortress that once stood here. Searching the dark tunnels and
rooms is a lengthy process, but could provide some benefit. Old
furniture and other fixtures could be turned into crude clubs,
daggers, or improvised thieves’ tools, for instance, and a DC 15
Investigation check turns up an old chest containing two potions
of healing, and an eversmoking bottle.

Kassian’s Workshop
Soon, though, any exploration of the catacombs discovers
another source of light—and the source for the smell of blood.
Kassian has set up a workshop of sorts in a room down here,
where he tinkers with dastardly contraptions and brings
prisoners he wishes to punish. And here, the veil between the
Material World and the Feylands is weak…

A DC 10 Nature or Arcana check identifies the man with vines
for hair as a dryad—though he has been cut off from the tree he
protects, and is now a severed dryad (see Appendix A). Grange
is hurt (currently at 5 hit points) but awake. The characters can
find daggers, short swords, and picks, along with Kassian’s
favourite knife, which acts as a +1 dagger. Seinace, the dryad,
has three jars of ointment that act as potions of healing for
ensuring that tortured victims don’t die.
Seinace: Seinace is a dryad, a spirit of the Feylands who
guards and represents a particularly notable tree that spans
dimensions. That tree was once huge, standing tall over this
island, and kept protected by the elves who used to maintain the
lighthouse. When the Warden’s organization took over, they cut it
down to make room for the prison. Then, when Kassian arrived
and discovered the pathway to the Feylands, he found the
weakened Seinace and bound him to service with the cold iron
manacles, and a spike plunged into what remains of his tree in
the Feylands (see below). Now Seinace morosely tends to this
room and its “guests” when Kassian isn’t around.

Seinace is considered charmed by Kassian, and though he
clearly doesn’t like being here, is compelled to assist him,
including keeping prisoners from escaping. However, he only
resorts to combat as a last resort, not being particularly
interested in harm or death. He can provide information to the
characters if convinced or freed (see the Feylands, below),
though if freed will ultimately return to the Feylands. When
speaking of the Feylands, he may complain about the Dionysian
parties that he can sometimes hear from here.
Grange: The corvus Grange (use kenku stats, MM pg. 194,
though she can communicate as a human could) has been a
prisoner here for over a year. Once a sailor with the notorious
Black Fleet (a slave-trading pirate fleet), she quickly betrayed her
one-time companions under questioning by Warden Artoir, but
then was kept here to ensure her subsequent silence. Now
Kassian wishes to punish her for her betrayal, which he finds
morally reprehensible in and of itself.
But her time here has given her the opportunity to learn about
the catacombs—and her time with Kassian has revealed to her a
possible escape route. She believes that, should one travel
through the Feylands themselves, a tunnel there connects these
catacombs to the surface, before emerging back into the Material
World outside of the prison walls.
Grange will happily help the characters escape if they help her
and take her with them. She’s sorry to hear about Renard, but
freedom is her only real priority.
The Feylands:With the presence of the felled tree that
Seinace is tied to, and Kassian’s subsequent trials with travel to
and from the Feylands (in order to assist with the magical
experiments taking place in the lighthouse), the boundary
between Material World and Feylands has weakened here. In
fact, the tunnel to the north is now a direct gateway to the
Feylands: walking through the tunnel, characters find themselves
surrounded by glowing mosses as they leave the Material World
behind. (See the sidebars on the layering and magic of the
Flows.) The tunnel then winds back around until the characters
are in the Feylands version of Kassian’s workshop.

The tunnel twists back around until you swear you’re going to wind

up exactly where you left from—but the cavern that opens before you

is not the torture chamber you left. The humid, water-carved cave

glows with bioluminescence. Small blood-red mushrooms flourish

across the cavern floor, and on the western wall, a thick bramble of
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A DC 10 Nature, Survival, or Arcana check confirms that the
characters are in fact physically in the same location as the
torture chamber. The blood-red mushrooms (which are
poisonous) grow around where the torture devices stand in the
Material World; the fresh growth parallels the purple
mushrooms. The spike and chain are the anchor metaphysically
imprisoning Seinace.
A DC 10 Investigation check of the fresh bramble reveals a
tunnel beyond the plantlife. No amount of hack-and-slash will
clear these vines—they grow back almost instantly, viciously
clinging to newfound life (and may even lash out at particularly
violent assailants). This growth is relatively new—the Feylands
has seen little such life in this cavern after the death of Seinace’s
tree. However, the blossoming of new life in the Material World,
in the form of the purple mushrooms growing from the body of
that tree like a nurse log, have inspired new life in the Feylands
as well. In order to access the tunnel and escape, the characters
will have to destroy those mushrooms, as the life causing the
new growth—though Seinace protests such destruction.
This area also provides an opportunity to free Seinace if the
characters choose: they must merely remove the cold iron spike
and chain from Seinace’s tree’s roots, and then break the
manacles he wears. Though his tree remains dead, this will free
him to return to the Feylands and escape Kassian.
The tunnel: Once the characters can access the tunnel out of
here, they can follow it further as it climbs steadily upward. At
one point, as it twists and turns, they come to a spot where they
can see outside.

fresh green growth erupts with leaves and thorns and purple flowers.

The cavern is framed on all sides by thick, dead, ashen roots, much

like the torture chamber you left; hammered into one root is an iron

spike, with a chain a dozen links long hanging from it.

The tunnel suddenly ends at a very mundane-looking door. But here,

one wall of the tunnel is formed not of rock and dirt, but of roots,

both thick and stringy—and there is open air beyond them. A purple

sky stretches above rolling treetops. Back the way you came, the land

forms a bowl, in the middle of which you can see a massive old

tree—leafless, dead and ashen. In the direction you’ve been moving,

the land continues to rise, a hill covered in pink and purple foliage—

and you can hear distant laughter, the sounds of partying. Liquid

seeps through the dirt above you, dripping to the floor—deep red.

The liquid is wine, the runoff from an ongoing faerie carousal to
the east. The characters could push their way through the roots
and get outside, but that would leave them lost in the middle of
the Feylands—an extremely dangerous prospect—with no way to
get back to the Material World. The door, however, is unlocked,
and does lead back to the Material World—right into a secret
room at the edge of the prison.

The Layering of the Flows
The Flows, or planes, of Kelemspar are not simply different
dimensions of existence as they may be in other settings. All of the
Flows are layered over the world, places in the Flows being
reflections of places in the Material World. Thus a metropolis in the
world could be a city of lost ghosts in the Shadowrealm, a twisting
city of mirrors in the Otherwhere, or a sprawling factory in the
Underworld. In this case, Seinace’s tree exists in both Material World
and Feylands—cut down in one, standing yet dead in the other. The
Material World torture chamber is a cavern filled with poisonous
blood-red mushrooms in the Feylands.

The Great Hall
The door from the Feylands deposits the characters in room 10,
a secret room on the second floor of the structure’s barracks.
Part of the structure that stood here before the prison was built
around it, this room once connected to the catacombs via a
secret staircase. That route has been enveloped by the Feylands.
Either way, the passage is unknown even to Warden Artoir. A
secret door leads into Artoir’s bedroom (11), and from there to
the Warden’s office (12) overlooking the Great Hall; the door is
easy to see and operate from this side, but requires a DC 20
Investigation check to find and open from the other side—even if
the characters know it’s there but have allowed it to shut.
Bedroom: Kept in this bedroom away from the prying eyes of
Administrator Halian (assuming things have gone as expected;
see the Timing sidebar) is the Precursor artifact.

Sitting on a table in this room is a strange object. It looks like a

shallow bowl made of some kind of dark metal, mounted at an angle

Magic in the Flows
While each of the Flows touches and overlaps the Material World,
they do not so connect to each other. It is nearly impossible to travel
directly from the Feylands to the Underworld, without first going to
the Material World. And since all magic is drawn from the Flows—
typically, drawn from one particular Flow (see also The Flows and
Magic in Appendix B)—magic can work a little differently when used
in a Flow it doesn’t come from.
Generally, the Flow in question alters foreign magic: a lightning

bolt from the Skybridge used in the Feylands strikes from above as it
begins to rain, a more natural event; using the Dreamscape to detect
the thoughts of a fey instead makes them drunkenly ramble about
what they’re thinking; a Shadowrealm blight causes plants to actively
rot rather than just wither away, giving birth to new life (and perhaps
an insect swarm). Sometimes, foreign magic is simply weakened,
giving the caster disadvantage or the target advantage: an
Underworld-based domination power is simply less effective against
the freedom-loving fey; an illusion from the Otherwhere is easier to
see through by faeries used to such trickery.
Ultimately, magic from another Flow should approximately

accomplish its original purpose (players need some amount of
predictability and control over their actions), but weakened, twisted,
or with unintended side effects. The best alterations are ones where
the new effects could be used to accomplish new things by cunning
players. The exact results of magic use from other Flows is up to the
DM.

Expanding the Dungeon
If you wanted to turn this into a longer, more involved adventure, the
catacombs could easily be turned into an entire dungeon of their
own. Consider what else might be found in the elven ruins beneath
the jail, long-abandoned and largely ignored by the current
inhabitants. Run-ins with undead, vermin, or perhaps fey creatures
who have slipped through into the Material World could make for
interesting encounters while the guards put on a more dedicated
hunt for the escapees. Do the characters set up traps for the guards
by avoiding the dungeon’s inhabitants, perhaps? You could also
greatly expand the journey through the Feylands with additional
encounters, puzzles, etc. If you do expand this section, make sure
the players get a chance to rest or heal as well, lest they be
completely out of resources before the final encounter and escape.
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The artifact detects as magical, but somehow does not seem to
originate from any of the Flows. Damaging spells such as lines
and rays can be purposefully cast through the lens; doing so
weakens the spell, halving the damage it deals. (The lens cannot
be used defensively.) The artifact is nearly indestructible and
weighs 50 pounds. If the characters wish to bring it with them,
the character carrying it takes disadvantage on Stealth checks
because of its bulk and weight.
Offices: Outside of the bedroom is Warden Artoir’s office. This
large, sumptuously appointed space is open on the east side with
a railing overlooking the Great Hall below. Twin staircases wind
down to that main floor. Against one wall is Artoir’s large desk,
where he conducts the business of the prison. Across the room
from that is a smaller, makeshift desk covered in papers and
knickknacks—this temporary setup was put together as a place
for Kassian to work, concocting puzzles and traps and the like
for the magical experiments happening in the lighthouse. On
both desks are a number of papers and letters that, if examined,
could provide some context as to what’s going on (see Adventure
Background). However, the characters may not have the
opportunity to explore too deeply…
The Great Hall: Down below the office is the massive Great
Hall. This space acts as a meeting room for Warden Artoir and
his various subordinates, a place where he takes his meals, and
an entrance hall for visiting merchants, dignitaries, and the like,
that don’t want to enter through the prison itself—in this case,
Administrator Halian. As the characters get to the office, Warden
Artoir (see Appendix A) and Halian (elven noble, MM pg. 348)
are meeting, standing across the conference table from each
other. Kassian is also here, listening in, along with a guard
captain (veteran) and two additional guards.

above a stone block. The stone looks like marble, except it’s black,

with purple veining. The unusual metal of the bowl is so thin in

the middle as to be translucent. Altogether it gives the impression of

a lens.

This room is huge, a grand hall 40 feet across and 80 feet long.

Columns help support a three-story roof. An area in the middle of the

room is recessed, featuring a massive wooden table and single

thronelike chair at its head. There stands Warden Artoir de Coulir, the

head of the prison; he is stern and square-jawed with a dark, austere

outfit and eyes lightly tinted with gold. Across the table from him is

an elven woman in a long grey overcoat, with twisting tattoos

covering her face and what you can see of her arms. The feyling

Kassian leans against a column, tossing a ball up and down, a guard

captain hovers nearby, and a pair of guards stand at the large door

leading outside.

The elven woman says, “We are working towards a brighter future,

Warden, and that future will not be so bright if it is built on the

shoulders of darkness.”

“We serve a vital purpose here, Administrator,” the warden

responds. “And the Master clearly agrees. Do you denounce him,

too?”

“Of course a facility like this is a necessary evil, Artoir, but we can

still be an example of that better future in how we treat our enemies.

That future must begin here, now, not simply wait for tomorrow.”

“And have you found something to suggest we aren’t doing exactly

that?”

The conversation continues.

Artoir and Halian continue to discuss the prison and their
organization. Halian is concerned about reports of unethical
treatment of the prisoners here (evidenced perhaps by blood in
the courtyard following the characters’ escape), along with a
general distaste for Artoir and his methods; Artoir tries to hide
and deflect while insisting that his work is necessary. Both
believe in the future their organization is working towards
though, whatever that may be.

Escape
At this point, it’s up to the players to figure out how to escape
from here. The only exit from the building that’s really available
to them is the door out of the great hall, which is largely in plain
view of the hall and office, and then they still have to get to the
docks and abscond with a ship. This could involve several
difficult Stealth checks, some well-placed distractions or charms,
or any number of tactics. Regardless of what they do, the rest of
the adventure—from here to freedom—should be tense. Close
calls, multiple checks needed, and, most likely, eventual combat.
While prolonged all-out combat would inevitably result in the
characters getting overwhelmed (if reinforcements are allowed
to arrive), some fighting is likely inevitable, unless they are
extremely lucky. If and when combat breaks out, Warden Artoir
and the guards immediately close; they first aim to recapture the
characters, but ultimately are only too willing to kill to prevent
escape. Kassian may take part in combat, but like earlier, only
insofar as he can have some fun; he doesn’t have a real stake in
preventing the characters’ escape, and values his own life far too
highly to put himself in any real danger. Halian avoids combat,
retreating to cover and demanding Artoir deal with this and
explain himself. (She could make for a decent captive; Artoir
knows that killing her will bring a lot of troubling questions
down on him, even if he doesn’t care for her life itself.) Even once
the characters leave the great hall, their safety isn’t guaranteed.
More guards could be encountered outside, especially down at
the docks.
If the situation changes before they attempt their escape (for
instance, if they wait for Artoir and Halian’s meeting to end; see
the Timing sidebar), things could play out differently—but this
climax should still have that tension. For instance, Artoir may
come up to his office to retrieve the artifact, potentially
discovering the characters, or may be encountered en route to
the docks if enough time passes that he is informed of the
characters’ disappearance and Halian is poised to discover the
problem. Ultimately, this should feel like the climax of the escape
and put the characters in real danger.
The ship: The prison island has a small dock down at the
water, serving small ships that come and go with supplies,
prisoners, or personnel. If there is no visiting ship, the docks are
empty—no convenient way off the island, even for its residents.
Administrator Halian arrived in a small caravel with a crew of
12, currently docked but ready to leave at a moment’s notice:
Halian wasn’t planning on staying long.
Once the characters escape the prison and great hall, Halian’s
ship is the only way to freedom. Some of the crew (use bandit
stats, MM pg. 343) are likely resting below decks, a couple
hanging out on the dock with the two guards there, and the rest
on deck. The characters may overpower them or convince them
to pilot the vessel for them (especially if they have a captive of
their own, like Halian). A caravel typically needs at least seven to
crew it, but with Grange’s help the group could also manage it on
their own—they wouldn’t be sailing at full capacity, but the prison
staff has no way to follow them anyway.
Getting on the ship and getting it to leave dock safely is the
final main challenge for the characters. Once they are in open
ocean, they are free—and free to figure out what comes next.
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The Warden and the Artifact
The Precursors, an ancient civilization that predates any modern
people by thousands of years, and of which almost nothing is known,
are a topic of great interest to many in the organization that operates
this prison. When Warden Artoir learned that a Precursor artifact was
being shipped across the Thron Sea, he sent mercenaries to
investigate and take it, hoping to curry favour with his superiors. He
then questioned those captured from its ship, hoping to learn more
about its origins, destination, and abilities.
If Artoir is able to learn more about the artifact, and be the one to

personally deliver it and his findings to his Master—or use the
information to his advantage in some other way—he looks to gain a
lot of favour, and with it, power.
However, the continued smooth operation of his facility is more

important to him, and if that means giving up the artifact to Halian
as a distraction—she too would benefit from delivering it—then he
will do so.
Ultimately, Artoir’s decision of whether or not to reveal the artifact

to Halian should come down to the required tension for this
climactic scene. For instance, if the characters are patiently waiting
upstairs for a better opportunity to escape, he could decide to hand
it over—putting the characters directly in his path while he retrieves
it. You can read or paraphrase the following conversation as the
indication of potential danger to the characters.

“Artoir, you are keeping something from me, I know it. Some of

those cells look like they were recently occupied, and there was blood

in the courtyard. Where are those prisoners now? Before I leave I will

be doing a much more thorough tour, and you’d better hope your

guards have consistent stories to tell me.”

Artoir sighs, clearly torn. “While I have no qualms about you doing

so, Administrator, I believe there is something your limited time here

would be better put towards. We recently came into possession of a

relic of the Precursors, and I’d… hoped you may be willing to deliver

it to the Master. I’d be happy to tell you everything we’ve learned so

far… Let me just fetch it for you.”

What Comes Next?
This marks the end of the one-shot, but what comes next is up to
you. Certainly there would be consequences to the outcome of
this adventure—is Warden Artoir still alive? Is Halian stuck on
the island, or a prisoner of the characters? Do they have the
Precursor artifact, and what will they do with it? And what will
they do about this mysterious organization?
For its part, the organization that operates the prison is well-
connected with local governments. Any serious investigation into
its activities by authorities gets quickly swept under the rug. By
the time the adventurers themselves may be able to return, any
activity that may have been taking place in the lighthouse is long
over, though the prison itself continues to operate—perhaps with
greater defenses, now. The Precursor artifact is a matter of great
mystery but also great value—determining its true origin or true
abilities will take years of study, but any academic organization
would want to get their hands on it. Halian is willing to work
peacefully for either her freedom or the artifact’s acquisition;
other members of her organization might not be so forgiving.
The story of this adventure and your characters is open to go in
many directions. The story of the lighthouse is just beginning—
and you can follow that in FlowWeaver, for Oculus VR,
at flow-weaver.com
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STR 10
(+0)

DEX 14
(+2)

CON 12
(+1)

INT 14
(+2)

WIS 13
(+1)

CHA 18
(+4)

Severed Dryad
Medium fey, neutral

Armor Class 12 (16 with barkskin)
Hit Points 54 (10d8 + 10)
Speed 30 ft.

Skills Arcana +4, Perception +3, Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13
Languages Elven, Fey
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Innate Spellcasting. The severed dryad’s innate spellcasting ability is
Charisma (spell save DC 14), and it draws its magic from the
Feylands. The dryad can innately cast the following spells, requiring
no material components.

At will: druidcraft
3/day each: fog cloud, ray of sickness
1/day each: barkskin, sleep, spike growth

Aura of Longing. The severed dryad projects an aura of intense
longing and sorrow. Any creature that starts its turn within 10 feet of
the dryad must succeed on a DC 14 Charisma saving throw or take
one level of exhaustion as long as they are within 10 feet of the dryad.
One a successful saving throw, the creature is immune to this ability
for 1 hour.

Speak with Beasts and Plants. The severed dryad can communicate
with beasts and plants as if they shared a language.

Actions

Multiattack. The dryad makes two melee attacks.

Claw.Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 5
(1d6 + 2) slashing damage.

Appendix A: Foes
Dryad, Severed
Dryads are minor immortals, spirits of the Feyland that
represent a particular tree or grove that spans the veil between
Flow and Material World. But a dark ritual and cold iron can
sever that connection, separating the dryad from their source of
power and life and binding them to servitude.
A severed dryad looks like their life has drained away, leaving
them ashen and brittle. Cold iron manacles are attached to each
arm, though the chains hang loose rather than be connected to
anything or each other—they are metaphysical bindings,
connected instead across the veil to a cold iron spike driven into
the dryad’s tree.
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Kassian
Small humanoid (feyling), neutral evil

Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 78 (12d6 + 36)
Speed 30 ft.

STR 9
(-1)

DEX 16
(+3)

CON 16
(+3)

INT 16
(+3)

WIS 11
(+0)

CHA 16
(+3)

Skills Arcana Arcana +5, Deception +5, Insight +2, Persuasion +5,
Stealth +5, Survival +2
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 10
Languages Fey, Mystren
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Innate Spellcasting. Kassian’s innate spellcasting ability is Charisma
(spell save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell attacks), and he draws his
magic from the Feylands. Kassian can innately cast the following
spells, requiring no material components other than a puff of faerie
dust.

At will: dancing lights, druidcraft, minor illusion, thorn whip
3/day each: disguise self, invisibility, misty step
1/day each: blindness/deafness, crown of madness, entangle, hold
person, sleep, suggestion.

Actions

Knife.Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 5
(1d4 + 3) slashing damage.

Vow of Punishment. Kassian chooses one creature he has seen
within the last 24 hours. He gains advantage on attack rolls against
that creature, and that creature has disadvantage on all saving
throws against Kassian’s spells. This ability lasts until Kassian uses it
on another creature.

Reactions

Out of Here (Recharges after a Long Rest).When Kassian takes
damage, he turns invisible and immediately teleports up to 30 feet,
leaving behind a puff of faerie dust.

Kassian
Kassian is a feyling trickster, a conniving malefactor who feels
he’s been wronged by the world and desires to punish those he
feels have done wrong—and everyone has done wrong. He sees
people writ large as terrible, hurting those they love in their
selfishness. He quietly observes the hypocrisies and everyday
treacheries around him, keeping score and using every
opportunity to dole out subtle and complex suffering. He also has
a knack for and love of puzzles—mostly, he enjoys watching
people get frustrated with them, or trapping them and forcing
them to jump through hoops in order to get what they want or to
escape.
Kassian is a changeling—faeries abducted the child of a human
couple, and replaced him with Kassian as a baby. When the
parents eventually realized that their child was different, was not
the child they birthed, they cast him out, largely leading to
Kassian’s crusade against people’s wrongs.
He has little loyalty to the organization that runs the prison—
they are merely providing an interesting opportunity to him at
the moment; he doesn’t subscribe to their beliefs or ultimate
goals, and certainly won’t put himself at risk for them. Warden
Artior and Kassian should appreciate each other’s penchant for
punishment, but instead they simply hate each other.
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Warden Artoir
Artoir de Coulir is the warden and head of this prison complex, a
severe and authoritarian man who sees his prisoners as means
to an end. His job—this prison—is a necessary one for the
“brighter future” worked towards by him and the organization he
follows. He extracts information from, and ultimately disposes of,
their enemies, all in the name of saving the world.
While Artoir is the final authority in the prison, he is more of
an underling in the larger organizational structure. He reports
directly to a necromancer named Fade—who is currently
conducting magical experiments in the prison’s lighthouse—and
must generally follow the orders and instructions of
administrators above him. With this in mind, he looks for any
opportunity to gain favour or power.
His desire for power put him in the sights of spirits of the
Underworld some years ago, and he made a pact with them,
igniting his blood with magic of that Flow. Now his eyes are
tinted with the gold of his demonic lord.

Warden Artoir
Medium humanoid (human), lawful evil

Armor Class 14 (mage armor)
Hit Points 54 (6d8 + 1d4 + 22) (false life)
Speed 30 ft.

STR 14
(+2)

DEX 12
(+1)

CON 17
(+3)

INT 15
(+2)

WIS 11
(+0)

CHA 18
(+4)

Skills Arcana Arcana +5, Deception +7, Intimidate +7, Perception +3
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13
Languages Elven, Fiendish, Mystren
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Fiendish Protection. Artoir can cast mage armor and false life at will.

Magic Resistance. Artoir has advantage on saving throws against
spells and other magical effects.

Spellcasting. Artoir is a 6th-level spellcaster. His spellcasting ability is
Charisma (spell save DC 15, +7 to hit with spell attacks), and he
draws his magic from the Underworld. He knows the following
warlock spells:

Cantrips (at will): blade ward, eldritch blast, true strike
1st level: command, hellish rebuke
2nd level: hold person, misty step, suggestion
3rd level (2 slots): bestow curse, fear

Actions

Multiattack. Artoir makes two attacks with his longsword or eldritch
blast, in any combination.

Longsword.Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature.
Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2) slashing damage.

Eldritch Blast. Ranged Spell Attack: +7 to hit, range 120 ft., one target.
Hit: 9 (1d10 + 4) force damage.
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Appendix B: Characters
While your players may have characters of their own, this section
provides four pre-made characters that they can play instead.
These characters are steeped in the particulars of the
Flowforged setting, with backgrounds that help tie them to the
events of this adventure.

Races
Dungeons & Dragons has a long, bad history with race, racism, and
bioessentialism, which the Flowforged setting does not accept. In
Flowforged games, ability score modifiers are not dependent on
“race,” and other “racial traits” are determined by a combination of
family lines and culture. Unfortunately there is not space here for a
full ruleset, but you will see some variation in the traits of the
characters in this section.
While Tasha’s Cauldron of Everything promised a solution to D&D’s

racial issues, its single-page approach is insufficient. We recommend
checking out Ancestry & Culture: An Alternative to Race in 5e from
Arcanist Press.
People of Kelemspar:While Kelemspar is home to some classic

“races” like humans, elves, and dwarves, other peoples are quite
different. Orcs, for instance, are merely a variation on humans,
existing and evolving in parallel, not evil or bestial in nature. Feylings
are the descendants of people from the Feylands who have lived in
the Material World for centuries and lost much of their connection to
that flow; in game terms, they may be a cross between halflings and
gnomes. Corvi are kenku-like in game terms, but have a variety of
human and crowlike features in combinations that differ with each
individual, with a distant connection to the Otherwhere.

The Flows and Magic
Almost all magic in Kelemspar comes from the Flows, the seven
dimensions of magic that surround the world. Sometimes magic
appears through mystical events as the dimensions ebb and flow
around the Material World, or through creatures who slip through
the veil, or when it is pulled into the world and shaped by those who
have learned to harness it—willingly or unwillingly. However, each
Flow is distinct and separate from each other, and harnessing one
may be very different from harnessing another. Thus, all creatures
and spellcasters in Kelemspar typically draw their magic from just
one Flow. A druid may draw nature-based magic from the Feylands
while a shaman travels the Dreamscape, but neither can understand
or manipulate the darkness of the Shadowrealm.
Characters with magical abilities must choose what Flow their

power comes from, and the GM and player should work together to
ensure their spells and abilities make sense to come from that Flow.
A wizard drawing power from the Otherwhere could easily cast
illusions or divinations, but likely shouldn’t be throwing fireballs
around. However, also consider how you might reskin a spell to
make more sense for the Flow in question: animate dead might not
make sense as written for an Otherwhere spellcaster, but perhaps the
wizard straps masks to the bodies and manipulates them like
marionettes. You could even adjust the abilities of a spell to make
more sense for a Flow, like a Dreamscape-based fireball that deals
6d6 psychic damage instead of 8d6 fire damage—though such
changes are completely up to the GM’s approval.
Ultimately, these ideas should feel less like restrictions on your

characters, and more a way to add narrative flavour to the campaign.
Use them as a way to help define the kind of character you’re playing,
where their magic comes from and how it manifests, and find
creative descriptions for your spells that help keep them in the spirit
of the narrative experience without unduly “weakening” your
character.
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Shoye
Shoye is a storyteller and scholar from southern Zorn, where she
was raised in the storytelling traditions of Gatanya, a rich
savannah kingdom. Learning under shaman there, she formed a
deep connection to the spirit world through the Dreamscape. As
a youth she then travelled north to the Trysm Empire to study at
Duskrise College and Torgoth University in the famed Theore
City, largest city in the world.
It was through work with Torgoth University that Shoye
recently travelled to the eastern Tsao Empire, across the Thron
Sea. The university had received word of the appearance of an
artifact from an ancient civilization known only as the
Precursors. Shoye and some other scholars were sent to
negotiate a purchase of the artifact from the Tsao company that
had procured it. Having done so successfully, they were returning
to Theore City with the artifact on board the passenger ship The
Expanse when they were attacked by what appeared to be
pirates.
Their possession of the artifact was
intended to be kept secret, but their
attackers seemed to know exactly
where to find it. As they took the
surviving passengers and crew
captive, they also
confiscated the artifact.
Now Shoye is the only
Torgoth scholar left
from the expedition,
and the artifact is likely
in the hands of her
captors—who definitely
don’t seem to be pirates
after all.
Ideal: The storytelling
culture Shoye was raised
with centres on care and
community, sharing
stories over meals and
song; Shoye believes in
helping others and working
together towards common
goals.
Bond: Torgoth University
has given Shoye a new home
and a drive to understand
more about the world and its
stories; she doesn’t want to
fail in her mission to
retrieve and learn about
the Precursor artifact.
Flaw: The rivalries of
academics and dangers of
travel have left Shoye distrustful of
strangers, even those purporting to
help. This can clash with her desire
to work together, leaving her torn.
Equipment: Before being captured,
Shoye possessed leather armour, a
rapier, a mbira, a signet ring of
Torgoth University, and a selection of
books, papers, and inks.

Shoye
Race human, Culture Gatanya, Class bard 4 (college of lore),
Background sage
Medium humanoid (human), neutral good

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 27 (4d8 + 4)
Hit Dice 4d8
Speed 30 ft.

STR 10
(+0)

DEX 14
(+2)

CON 13
(+1)

INT 17
(+3)

WIS 13
(+1)

CHA 18
(+4)

Proficiency Bonus +2
Saving Throws Dex +4, Cha +6
Skills Arcana +7, History +7, Insight +3, Investigation +5, Medicine
+3, Perception +3, Performance +6, Persuasion +6, Religion +5
Tools cook’s utensils, drums, lute, mbira
Senses passive Perception 13
Languages Elven, Mystren, Tsao, Zorn

Jack of All Trades. See PH pg. 54.
Song of Rest. See PH pg. 54.
Spellcasting. Shoye is a 4th-level spellcaster. Her spellcasting ability
is Charisma (spell save DC 14, +6 to hit with spell attacks), and she
draws her magic from the Dreamscape. She knows the following
bard spells:

Cantrips (at will): friends, light, vicious mockery
1st level (4 slots): cure wounds, detect magic, dissonant whispers, sleep
2nd level (3 slots): calm emotions, detect thoughts, suggestion

Bonus Actions

Bardic Inspiration (d6). See PH pg. 53.

Reactions

Cutting Words. See PH pg. 54.
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Taephiel
Taephiel is a noble-born elf of the Torrae family-clan, marked by
winding tattoos over his arms, back, and face. During the Dawn
War one thousand years ago, the conflict that brought an end to
the elven empire spanning Mystriath, the Torrae family-clan
chose to eschew the infighting of their brethren and avoid the
war altogether. To do so, they retreated en masse into the
Shadowrealm, the Flow of darkness and the dead. There they
eked out an existence for over a century before returning to the
Material World and re-settling the Twin Isles in the Thron Sea.
Not content with his noble family’s political responsibilities,
Taephiel left the Twin Isles to pursue the life of a mercenary,
selling his skill with his family’s heirloom blade to ships across
the Thron Sea. He was doing just that on a passenger ship called
The Expanse when they were attacked by what appeared to be
pirates—though very well-armed pirates. He was unable to
defend the ship after his fellow mercenaries were cut down, and
has now been captured and locked in a strange prison in the
middle of the sea—suggesting their attackers were no mere
pirates.

Taephiel
Race elf (Torrae family-clan), Culture Twin Isles, Class rogue 4
(swashbuckler), Background noble
Medium humanoid (elf ), neutral

Armor Class 15
Hit Points 27 (4d8 + 4)
Hit Dice 4d8
Speed 30 ft.

STR 9
(-1)

DEX 20
(+5)

CON 12
(+1)

INT 10
(+0)

WIS 16
(+3)

CHA 16
(+3)

Initiative +8
Proficiency Bonus +2
Saving Throws Dex +7, Int +2
Skills Acrobatics +7, Athletics +1, History +2, Intimidate +5,
Perception +5, Persuasion +5, Stealth +7
Tools dice, thieves’ tools
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
Languages Elven, Mystren, Tsao, Umbral

Shadow Ancestry. Taephiel has advantage on saving throws against
fear.
Sneak Attack (2d6). See PH pg. 96.
Fancy Footwork. See Xanathatr’s Guide to Everything pg. 47. (If you
don’t have access to that material, replace with Thief abilities,
PH pg. 97.)
Rakish Audacity. See Xanathatr’s Guide to Everything pg. 47. (If you
don’t have access to that material, replace with Thief abilities,
PH pg. 97.)
Innate Spellcasting. Taephiel’s innate spellcasting ability is Charisma
(+5 to hit with spell attacks), and he draws his magic from the
Shadowrealm. He can innately cast the following spells, requiring no
material components.

At will: chill touch

Bonus Actions

Cunning Action. See PH pg. 96.

Thinking that anyone operating a prison like this must be doing
so under someone’s authority, he demanded that his captors
reach out to the ambassador of the Twin Isles, assuming that
they would clear everything up and secure Taephiel’s release. But
enough time has passed now that he is becoming increasingly
convinced that he may have to secure his own freedom.
Ideal: Taephiel believes that each individual must be allowed
the freedom to choose their own path, and not be hampered by
responsibility or expectation—and that no one should be able to
impose their will over others.
Bond: Despite leaving his responsibilities behind, Taephiel still
maintains a deep bond with his family. His signet ring and,
especially, heirloom sword are important to him.
Flaw: Taephiel is a little selfish, caring more for his desires
than his responsibilities, and a little politically naive.
Equipment: Before being captured, Taephiel possessed
studded leather armour, a +1 magical rapier handed down
through his family for several generations, thieves’ tools, a set of
dice, and a signet ring with his family crest.
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Diyer
Diyer is a rough-and-tumble sailor who’s navigated the waters of
the Thron Sea for most of their life. Born among the feylings of
northern Seanis, a people said to have once lived in the Feylands
itself but who lost much of their connection to it after spending
so many generations in the Material World, Diyer’s restless
nature quickly led them to stow away on a trading ship to see the
world. They’ve been sailing ever since.
Life at three feet tall on ships and in ports led to Diyer quickly
learning how to take care of themself in a fight—and they soon
grew to love a good brawl. Even in a fight against pirates or
muggers, they’re just as likely to toss aside a weapon and wade
in fists first as to arm themself.
Diyer most recently served as bosun on a passenger vessel
called The Expanse, travelling along the Spice Winds from the
Tsao Empire in the east towards the western continent of
Mystriath. Halfway across the Thron Sea, they were attacked by
what seemed to be pirates, and ultimately overrun and
overpowered. The ship was ransacked and sunk, and Diyer and a
dozen remaining crew and passengers were taken captive. But
Diyer’s never heard of pirates who operate a massive prison like
where they ended up, except maybe the notorious Black Fleet.
Ideal: Freedom above all, and a good crack to the jaw of
anyone who tries to take that away.
Bond: Diyer makes fast friends with anyone who can prove
themselves in a fight, especially if they have Diyer’s back. The
elven mercenary Taephiel showed himself as exactly that when
the Expanse was attacked.
Flaw: Diyer’s as likely to start a brawl as get pulled into one. It
doesn’t take much to get their attention or goad them into a fight.
Equipment: Before being captured, Diyer only possessed
leather armor and a simple knife, not having much use for lots of
material goods moving from ship to ship.

Diyer
Race feyling, Culture Thron Sea, Class fighter 4 (battle master),
Background sailor
Small humanoid (feyling), chaotic neutral

Armor Class 13
Hit Points 40 (4d10 + 12)
Hit Dice 4d10
Speed 25 ft.

STR 16
(+3)

DEX 16
(+3)

CON 16
(+3)

INT 11
(+0)

WIS 14
(+2)

CHA 11
(+0)

Proficiency Bonus +2
Saving Throws Str +5, Con +5
Skills Acrobatics +5, Athletics +5, Perception +4, Survival +4
Tools Brewer’s supplies, navigator’s tools, vehicles (water)
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 14
Languages Fey, Mystren, Tsao

Action Surge. See PH pg. 72.
Combat Superiority (4 d8s). See PH pg. 73.
Fey Resistance. Diyer has advantage on all Intelligence, Wisdom, and
Charisma saving throws against magic.
Tavern Brawler. See PH pg. 170.
Unarmed Combat. Diyer gains a +2 bonus to damage with unarmed
attacks, and they count as weapon attacks.

Actions

Unarmed Attack.Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
creature. Hit: 1d4 + 5 bludgeoning damage.
Disarming Attack (DC 13). See PH pg. 74.
Trip Attack (DC 13). See PH pg. 74.

Bonus Actions

Second Wind. See PH pg. 74.

Reactions

Riposte. See PH pg. 72.
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Touched as she now was by the Otherwhere—the Flow of
secrets, illusions, masks, and deceit—she moved from town to
town, eking out survival through theft, forgery, and con. She
eventually made her way to the coast and saved up enough
money to buy passage on a ship called The Expanse, aiming to
get out of the Tsao Empire entirely. Her first time on the ocean,
and a couple weeks into the journey they were attacked by
pirates—and now she’s imprisoned once again, looking for any
opportunity to escape.
Ideal: Sun knows the value of secrets, but also the danger they
can pose. She seeks to learn the secrets of her enemies, whether
for profit or an upper hand, but will viciously protect the secrets
of her friends.
Bond: The masked creature Sun met as a child, a spirit of the
Otherwhere, still appears in her dreams or visions sometimes.
She believes there may be some deeper connection between
them—or that the spirit is searching for her to silence her.

Flaw:While her magical talent drawn from
the Otherwhere has made Sun very good

at what she must do to survive,
there is always distrust and
ignorance that comes with
wild magical powers like hers;
between that and the
knowledge that the cult of her
old company could still be
after her, Sun can be quite
paranoid.
Equipment: Before being
captured, Sun possessed a
dagger, thieves’ tools, a
forgery kit, and a pocket
mirror that acted as an
arcane focus. (Any highly-
reflective surface can act as
an arcane focus for Sun.)

Sun
In the Tsao Empire, a company town is more than simply one
with a dominant industry; it’s a town entirely owned and
operated by a corporation. People don’t simply move or change
careers, and Sun was destined to take on her family’s mid-level
administrative role for the trading guild that ran her town, once
she outgrew her trouble-making early years. That was before she
snuck into the company’s deepest archives and found evidence of
a generations-long secret cult among the heads of the company,
and met the mysterious masked spirit demanding her darkest
secrets.
She doesn’t know how she escaped, but for days afterwards
she had endless hallucinations. When she finally recovered
enough, she knew even at her young age that the company would
need to silence her, and she sought to escape the town entirely. It
was then she discovered her ability to foist her hallucinations
onto others, and she used that new talent to slip away.

Sun
Race human, Culture Tsao Empire, Class sorcerer 4 (Otherwhere),
Background criminal
Medium humanoid (human), chaotic good

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 22 (4d6 + 4)
Hit Dice 4d6
Speed 30 ft.

STR 10
(+0)

DEX 14
(+2)

CON 13
(+1)

INT 14
(+2)

WIS 10
(+0)

CHA 18
(+4)

Proficiency Bonus +2
Saving ThrowsWis +2, Cha +6
Skills Arcana +4, Deception +6, Intimidate +6, Sleight of Hand +4,
Stealth +4
Tools dice, forgery kit, thieves’ tools
Senses passive Perception 10
LanguagesMystren, Tsao

Font of Magic (4 points). See PH pg. 101.
Metamagic. Extended Spell and Subtle Spell (see PH pg. 102).
Spellcasting. Sun is a 4th-level spellcaster. Her spellcasting ability is
Charisma (spell save DC 14, +6 to hit with spell attacks), and she
draws her magic from the Otherwhere. She knows the following
sorcerer spells:

Cantrips (at will): dancing lights, message, minor illusion, prestidigitation,
ray of frost
1st level (4 slots): color spray, disguise self, silent image
2nd level (3 slots): crown of madness, phantasmal force

Bonus Actions

Flexible Casting. See PH pg. 101.

Actions

Other’s Luck.When hit by an attack that would reduce Sun to 0
hp, she can make a Charisma saving throw (DC 5 + the damage
taken). On a success, the attack instead misses, and Sun teleports 5
feet. After the saving throw succeeds, she can’t use this feature again
until she finishes a long rest.
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The Art of Flow Weaver
Escape from the Lawless Prison is an adventure from the Flowforged universe.

If you enjoyed this tabletop campaign, you may also enjoy the Flow Weaver VR game.

Explore more of the Flowforged universe through these
concept and game artworks from Flow Weaver.
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Material World
The Material World of Kelemspar is like the "real world" -- a
world of fantasy, but with familiar features, physics, weather, etc.
It is surrounded and influenced by the Flows of magic, but it is
separate from them. A world of physicality.
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Feylands
The Feylands is a place of wild nature and power, exploding with
life and energy. Also known as the Realm of Faerie or the Wilds,
the Feylands is home to faeries and creatures of fairytale, from
dryads and other spirits of nature to griffins and trolls.
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Shadowrealm
The Shadowrealm, also called the Queen’s Land, is the land of
the dead. It is hopeless, emotionless, and grey, the very colour
leeched from the land. It is where the shades of the dead wander,
and where the living must fight to keep their very souls.
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Skybridge
A realm of light, joy, and purity, the Skybridge is an endless sky
bathed in radiance. It is where celestials fly among sparkling
cities on floating islands and clouds, beyond the reach of mere
mortals.
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Underworld
The Underworld is a place of power, toil, and corruption. The
surface world is a blasted wasteland; deep below the earth are
the kingdoms and factories of demon lords.
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Escape from the Lawless Prison is an accompaniment to
the VR puzzle game Flow Weaver, developed by Stitch
Media and Silverstring Media. While it doesn’t directly
touch on the events of that game, it explores the world
that Flow Weaver takes place in, and the circumstances
surrounding the game.

Flow Weaver is a narrative escape room game. The
player explores and experiments with their environment,
moving between different magical dimensions to solve
intuitive puzzles towards the goal of escape.

Learn more at
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Confound Your
Captors

In the middle of the Thron Sea sits a tiny island, home
only to an old elven lighthouse, and a fortress prison.
No one knows who runs the prison. They do not fall
under the jurisdiction of any nation, near or far. No one
knows the mysterious Master they serve.

But here, people are brought to be interrogated—or
conveniently silenced. And at night, strange magical
lights flash from the lighthouse, where even the prison
guards do not patrol, as they whisper rumours of
dangerous magical experiments playing with the very
fabric of reality…

Opportunities to escape from this lawless
prison are few. But the alternatives seem far worse.

Escape from the Lawless Prison is an accompaniment
to the VR puzzle game Flow Weaver, developed by
Stitch Media and Silverstring Media. While it doesn’t
directly touch on the events of that game, it explores
the world that Flow Weaver takes place in, and the
circumstances surrounding the game. Learn more at
flow-weaver.com
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